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The Internet of Things (IoT) isn’t coming. 
It’s here.

The Internet of Things (IoT) often seems to be a futuristic and exotic concept.  The “Things” conjure 

up images of robots, self-driving cars and automated workplaces.  Take a quick trip around the 

Internet and you find discussion of “smart pills” that transmit information when they contact 

stomach acid to record the time and the medication.  You’ll hear about biochip transponders on 

farm animals.  Smart cars will be loaded with sensors ranging from mechanical updates to actually 

being self-driving.  We even see “smart trashcans” that will send a signal when they need to be 

emptied.

But our world is already loaded with Things.  And, as in life, it’s often the Simple Things that matter 

most.  Consider the lowly printer as a case in point.

For decades, a printer was no more than an automated typewriter attached to a computer. 

There was no inherent intelligence, and very little complication. But then came an evolution to 

multifunction and networked devices. Scanning, faxing and copying capabilities were added, along 

with both wired and then wireless networking. As with all other devices, the increase in options and 

capabilities comes with a commensurate increase in complexity and processing power. And this 

complexity and processing power means that rather than being an extension of a well-controlled 

computing device, the device itself is an integral part of the network, and, as such, it must be 

secured.

So what makes a printer—or any other Thing—a thing rather than a computer? One of the primary 

distinctions is the lack of a well-defined user interface and an accompanying ability to have full-

blown security and/or security agents present.

In the words of the Bard, “Ay, there’s the rub.”  We are rapidly evolving to a network where we have 

vast numbers of “computing devices” that are inherently unsecured.

So what to do?

That’s what we asked members of the Webtorials Community and students from The SIP School 

in March and April of 2016. The respondents to the survey tend to represent the technological 

elite in IT and Telecommunications, and this analysis consists of only those who self-identified 

as a “professional involved in some aspect of installing, operating, planning and/or designing an 

enterprise communications network.” The sample represented a wide range of company sizes from 

around the world across a broad range of markets.

As you will see in the following pages, IoT is indeed here, and it is unsecured to an alarming extent.

http://www.webtorials.com/content/
https://www.thesipschool.com/?gclid=CLzv147vnc0CFUiGfgodb0gDDw
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Where are the Things?

Even though respondents see growth coming 
in IoT devices on their networks, the current 
perceived penetration is quite low.

What percentage of devices on your network do you believe are  

non-traditional / IoT type devices?

% OF DEVICES

9% 50%14% 16%11%

UP TO

25% NONE
UP TO

50%
UP TO

75%

MORE
THAN

 75%

9%43%21%15%11%IN
18 MONTHS

CURRENTLY

Two-thirds of the survey respondents feel that fewer than 25 percent of the devices on their 

network are Things. However, over the next 18 months, that percentage drops by half. The largest 

growth (50 percent) is in the 26 percent to 50 percent segment 

The bottom line is that even though the current perceived percentage of Things is relatively low, 

Things are definitely on the radar, and respondents see strong impact in the offering.
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But very few are confident that they really know 
what Things are on the network.

How confident are you that you know all the IoT devices that are 

connected to your network as soon as they are connected and that 

you can control these IoT devices so cybercriminals can’t use them as 

doorways into your network?

 

85% are not 
confident that they 
know all the devices 
on their network.

CONFIDENCE 

Conections, Notification and Control

24%
NOT 

AT ALL

23%
VERY

LITTLE

SOME
23%

ALMOST

15%

CONFIDENT

15%

We hypothesize that a major reason there are so few Things on the network is because the 

respondents simply don’t realize that they are there. Fewer than a third had a reasonable degree 

of certainty that they knew about and could control all of the Things as soon as they connected to 

the network. And almost half had little to no confidence.
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So we decided to put them to the test… 

We asked which devices people had on  
their networks. And we included 27 sample  
IoT devices.

Which of the following device types are connected to your network 

(that you are aware of)?

0% 100%50% 70%30%

DESKTOP PCS

IP PHONES

PRINTERS

SMART PHONES

TABLETS/PADS

NOTEBOOK PCS

IP PBXES

VIDEO CONFERENCING

VOIP ADAPTERS

STORAGE (CLOUD DRIVES)

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

SCANNERS

DOOR/SECURITY ALARMS

SMART TVS

VIDEO (CHROMECAST, APPLE TV, ETC) 

84

81   

76           

75            

74             

 73                

67                         

65                           

61                                

47

47

46 

44    

38              

33                    

Traditional Gateways RISKY

The survey included a list of a sampling of 29 devices that might be on the network – twenty-seven of 

which we consider to be Things. The devices shown here were the most prevalent choices. (The list of 

devices was randomized for each participant.)

Our classification here is that the grey bars represent devices that are traditionally included in a security 

strategy. Blue bars represent devices that should be considered in an IoT security strategy. Even though 

they may have a decent user interface, they also can contain extensions and apps that are not secured 

and can be a gateway into the core network. The devices represented by orange bars are the most 

worrisome in that they are, for the most part, not covered by any traditional security methods.
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The respondents couldn’t change their initial 
answers. And they had an average of over  
nine IoT device types on their networks!

Number of IoT Devices per respondent - All respondents

26%
11 TO 15

39%
6 TO 10

21%
1 TO 5

NUMBER OF IOT DEVICES PER RESONDENT

ALL RESPONDENTS

2%
21 OR MORE

9%
16 TO 20

3%
 NONE

When the results were tallied, less than a quarter of the respondents had five or fewer device types. 

And almost two-thirds had six to 15 unique device types on their networks.

The survey was structured such that, after an initial answer concerning the proliferation of Things 

in the network, the respondents were not able to go back and change their answer after seeing our 

list of devices to jog their thinking.
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Then we looked at the respondents who said 
they had no IoT devices on their network. And 
they had almost the same profile.

Device Types for Users with “No IoT Devices”

0% 100%50% 70%30%

DESKTOP PCS

IP PHONES

TABLETS/PADS (WIFI CONNECTIONS)

SMART PHONES (WIFI CONNECTIONS) 

PRINTERS

NOTEBOOK PCS

IP PBXES

VOIP ADAPTERS

VIDEO CONFERENCING

SCANNERS

STORAGE (CLOUD DRIVES)

SMART TVS

DOOR/SECURITY ALARMS

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

  91

77                   

77                   

77                   

74                        

66                                    

54                                                   

54                                                   

51                                                         

46   

43           

40              

31                          

26                                  

Traditional Gateways RISKY

There was no significant difference between those who said they had at least some IoT devices on 

their networks and those who thought they had “none.” 

Three-quarters of these respondents had three device types that we would consider as gateway 

threats and also highly risky printers. And roughly half had additional device types that are risky 

or gateways. 
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And they had almost eight IoT device types on 
their networks. 

Number of IoT Devices For those with “No IoT Devices”NUMBER OF IOT DEVICES FOR THOSE WITH “NO IOT DEVICES”

3%
 NONE

14%
11 TO 15

43%
6 TO 10

34%
1 TO 5

3%
16 TO 20

3%
21 OR MORE

There was no significant difference between those who said they had at least some IoT devices on 

their networks and those who thought they had “none.” In fact, the average number of IoT devices 

among the respondents with “No IoT Devices” was almost eight, as compared with a little over 

nine overall.

And contrary to what one might expect, the “No IoT Devices” respondents were not all from small 

companies. In fact, when this subset is compared with the sample as a whole, the distribution of 

how many devices they had was essentially the same.

Among respondents 
who initially said 
they had no Things, 
they averaged almost 
8 IoT devices when 
queried.
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Additionally, there were significant, but smaller, 
numbers of other IoT devices.

Additional IoT Devices Found

0% 100%50% 70%30%

STORAGE (CLOUD DRIVES)

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

SCANNERS

DOOR/SECURITY ALARMS

SMART TVS

VIDEO (CHROMECAST, APPLE TV, ETC) 

47

47

46 

44    

38              

33                    

Fewer than 25 percent of the respondents also had a wide range of additional IoT devices, all of 

which we consider high security risk.

While one might be tempted to see this as a low number—and low risk—it only takes one device 

from one category to compromise your network. It is important to note that some of these devices 

are just becoming popular and should be much more common in the future. 

Additionally, some, such as point-of sale, SCADA and medical devices, are specific to a given 

industry. Thus, even though there may be a small percentage shown here, this likely reflects a small 

percentage of the overall responses being from these industries, and the usage could be nearly 

ubiquitous within the industry itself.
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Securing Your Network  
of Things

But how are IoT devices treated from a security 
perspective? They aren’t. 

Does your company have a security policy on IoT devices?

Only 44% of the 
respondents had a 
known security policy 
for IoT. 

30%
No

44%
Yes

26%
I don’t know

SECURITY POLICIES 1  

Company devices

Fewer than half of the respondents have a security policy that includes Things.

And while this is surprising, it is even more surprising that a quarter of the respondents didn’t know 

whether their security policy included IoT devices. In fact, some of those in the “I don’t know” and 

“No” categories might not even have a security policy—since the policy would not include Things 

if none existed.
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And even fewer have a security policy that 
extends to home networks — a major potential 
entry point.

Does your company’s security policy (if any) cover home networks 

(and by extension, devices such as home automation, thermostats, etc.) 

when accessing the corporate network from home?

45%
No

33%
Yes

22%
I don’t know

SECURITY POLICIES 2 

Home networks and other devices

As the statements that we should be shocked by—but probably aren’t—continue, only a third of the 

respondents have policies that include home networks. This is especially troublesome because—

commensurate with the general lack of control for Small Office/Homes Office nets—one of the first 

widespread implementations of the IoT is in the “intelligent home.”

This coupling of the increasing trend for mobile workers using their own network, the general 

lack of assumed IT sophistication among these workers and the proliferation of inexpensive “bare 

bones” devices makes for a most worrisome situation.

Only 33% of 
respondents are 
aware of their 
company’s at-home 
security policy.
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We then asked about the importance of 
discovering, classifying and using agentless 
discovery. The importance far outweighed the 
extent to which anything is being done.

DISCOVER & CLASSIFY 

Agent, Type & Network

5%
6%

3%
9%

4%
10%

27%

37%

22%
20%

43%

24%
18%

37%

34%

UNIMPORTANT  SLIGHTLY  MODERATELY  VERY  EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

CLASSIFY W/O AGENT CLASSIFY TYPE OF DEVICE DEVICE ON NETWORK

87%  
think it is important  
to CLASSIFY  
IoT devices

DISCOVER & CLASSIFY 

Agent, Type & Network

5%
6%

3%
9%

4%
10%

27%

37%

22%
20%

43%

24%
18%

37%

34%

UNIMPORTANT  SLIGHTLY  MODERATELY  VERY  EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

CLASSIFY W/O AGENT CLASSIFY TYPE OF DEVICE DEVICE ON NETWORK

DISCOVER & CLASSIFY 

Agent, Type & Network

5%
6%

3%
9%

4%
10%

27%

37%

22%
20%

43%

24%
18%

37%

34%

UNIMPORTANT  SLIGHTLY  MODERATELY  VERY  EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

CLASSIFY W/O AGENT CLASSIFY TYPE OF DEVICE DEVICE ON NETWORK

89%  
think it is important  
to DISCOVER  
IoT devices

How important is it  

to discover that  

an IoT device is on  

your network? 

How important is it to  

classify what type of 

device it is? 

It comes as no surprise that the respondents, when asked to think about it, find discovering, 

classifying, and discovering/classifying without the use of an agent to be quite important. In fact, 

a very high percentage found this to be either “Quite Important” or “Extremely Important”—with  

71 percent giving these ranks to discovery.
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As the world of IoT evolves quickly, agentless discovery and control is essential. The vast 

majority of Things are developed as extremely targeted devices with an extremely minimal 

user interface (to the extent that sometimes it is virtually non-existent). Adding the complexity 

and capability of embedding a security agent can hardly be expected in many cases, much 

less assumed.

How important is it to  

discover and/or classify  

WITHOUT use of an agent? 

DISCOVER & CLASSIFY 

Agent, Type & Network

5%
6%

3%
9%

4%
10%

27%

37%

22%
20%

43%

24%
18%

37%

34%

UNIMPORTANT  SLIGHTLY  MODERATELY  VERY  EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

CLASSIFY W/O AGENT CLASSIFY TYPE OF DEVICE DEVICE ON NETWORK

DISCOVER & CLASSIFY 

Agent, Type & Network

5%
6%

3%
9%

4%
10%

27%

37%

22%
20%

43%

24%
18%

37%

34%

UNIMPORTANT  SLIGHTLY  MODERATELY  VERY  EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

CLASSIFY W/O AGENT CLASSIFY TYPE OF DEVICE DEVICE ON NETWORK

86%  
think it is important to 
DISCOVER/CLASSIFY  
WITHOUT using  
an agent
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And mostly ineffective methods are being used 
for securing IoT…

Which of the following most accurately described your organization’s 

current primary approach to securing IoT devices on your network?

19%
We have a specialized 
agent that monitors 
our network.

We have a 
password on 
our network.

17%

14%
Nothing that 
I’m aware of.

We rely on industry 
or manufacturer 
standard methods, 
such as Wi-Fi, 
WPA22, Bluetooth 
protocols, etc.

30%

I don’t know.

13%

We have another 
approach.

7%

The bottom line here is that when Things are being secured at all, they are being secured with 

traditional methods that were designed for intelligent computing devices. Securing the IoT requires 

a new paradigm, and it is not yet in use.

Passwords and similar security is used in almost half of the instances. Only 19 percent use specialized 

agents—which still—as noted above—are largely nonexistent for Things. And fully 25 percent either 

don’t know or know that they use nothing. Those in the “other” category generally indicated some 

form of variation on the choices offered. 
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For reasons other than simply technology.

Which of the following do you believe will be your organization’s one or 

two biggest challenges around IoT Security?

41%

34%

27%

4%

25%

34%

IT and OT Functions Working Together
EXAMPLE: TECHNOLOGY

Acknowledging loT Devices
THEY ARE AROUND & NEED TO BE SECURED

Solution Availability
WHICH ARE INDUSTRY APPROPRIATE

Lack of Personal 
Resources

Investing Budget
SECURITY FOR loT DEVICES

Other

0% 45%35% 40%25% 30%15% 20%5% 10%

Providing appropriate IoT security is a massive challenge. However, technology is only a small part 

of the problem.

In this case, the respondents were only allowed to choose one or two issues as major problems, so the 

number of respondents who see each individual issue as a leading inhibitor is likely understated here.

And while our industry historically cites a lack of budget and resources as a major inhibiting factor, 

IoT adds new challenges. The most important two factors here are a lack of coordination between 

various groups within the IT organization and—perhaps more shockingly—a simple realization that 

a problem exists.
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 The current perceived penetration 
of IoT devices is quite low, but the 
respondents are not confident that 
their perception is accurate.

 But IoT devices, for the most 
part, are not addressed as a 
part of the security policy—if a 
policy even exists.

 There is a dire need for advanced 
security—and for addressing hurdles to 
advanced security—including securing 
agentless devices. 

 Our call to action, then, is to educate ourselves and our colleagues to the need 
for addressing IoT security immediately and to seek out products and services 
that enable this security.

Or… as stated so elegantly… 
 

Oh the Things you can find,  
if you don’t stay behind!

- Dr. Seuss

 When respondents were asked which 
devices were networked, the current 
penetration of IoT devices is actually 
quite high—and uncontrolled.

So the message is clear:
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This independent research report was commissioned by ForeScout Technologies. 

About ForeScout Technologies 

ForeScout Technologies, Inc. is transforming security through visibility. ForeScout 
offers Global 2000 enterprises and government organizations the unique ability 
to see devices, including non-traditional devices, the instant they connect to 
the network. Equally important, ForeScout lets you control these devices and 
orchestrate information sharing and operation among disparate security tools to 
accelerate incident response. Unlike traditional security alternatives, ForeScout 
achieves this without requiring software agents or previous device knowledge. 
The company’s solutions integrate with leading network, security, mobility and 
IT management products to overcome security silos, automate workflows and 
enable significant cost savings. As of January 2016, more than 2,000 customers 
in over 60 countries improve their network security and compliance posture with 
ForeScout solutions. 
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